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http://wlcg.web.cern.ch/


Cross checks with alternative data 

sources. CPU.
 For CPU accounting an automatic validation of 

the EGI accounting data is performed in the 
beginning of every month. 

 Monthly EGI numbers are compared with the 
internal experiment accounting (wallclock time 
and wallclock work).

 Pilot consumption is compared with payload 
consumption, so 100% consistency is not 
expected. Moreover, the difference is defined 
by pilot efficiency

 Results are available in SSB
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http://wlcg-mon-dev.cern.ch/dashboard/request.py/siteview#currentView=ACCOUNTING_VALIDATION


Cross checks with alternative data 

sources. CPU. Example (2)
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Cross checks with alternative data 

sources. CPU. Example (1)
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Wallclock time is 

fine, wallclock work 

looks wrong. Most 

probably BDII info is 

wrong

Both wallclock

time and wallclock

work are wrong, 

accounting at the 

site is screwed up

Click to 

see the 

history



Checking history. Example (3)
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Something has changed 

in the beginning of the 

year

Click at any date to get json file 

with data

Status:

"197550,223752276,113264

,19755,21962336,111173"



Cross checks with alternative data 

sources. Storage
 For WSSA we have two alternative data 

sources : experiment storage accounting 
systems and EGI storage accounting 
prototype

 No proper APIs are currently available for 
WSSA and EGI accounting prototypes, so 
crosschecks are performed manually by 
downloading monthly data

 Foresee to automate the procedure when 
APIs are available
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Cross checks with alternative data 

sources. Storage. Example
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Comparison of WSSA with 

the EGI Storage 

Accounting (for ATLAS). 

For the sites which do have 

data in the EGI accounting, 

the agreement is pretty 

good

The excel comparison files 

for January for ATLAS are 

attached to the 

Accounting Task Force 

twiki page

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/StorageSpaceAccounting


WSSA monthly accounting reports

 WSSA accounting data is not yet integrated 

in the monthly accounting reports

 First we want numbers to be validated by 

site admins

 Non-official reports are sent monthly to the 

sites asking for feedback to 

wssa-notification@cern.ch

 Grateful to site admins who responded and 

helped us to detect and fix some issues
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Validation applications won’t help if 

sites are not checking them!
 Proper accounting information is site 

responsibility

 From the WLCG central operations side we 

put in place tools to detect wrong info, but 

we have no effort to follow up on every per-

site inconsistency

 Checking two numbers in the beginning of 

each month is not a big deal, but we know 

that it does not happen for all sites
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Improving the procedure (1)
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EGI CPU 

accounting

Auto-

generated 

monthly 

summaries 

Validation 

application: 

Agree/Provide 

corrected data 

Sites

CRIC 

(topology and 

authorization)

Extended WSSAPulls 

monthly 

CPU 

accounting

Validate 

monthly 

data



Improving the procedure (2)
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EGI CPU 

accounting

Auto-

generated 

monthly 

summaries 

Validation 

application: 

Agree/Provide 

corrected data 

Sites

CRIC 

(topology and 

authorization)

Extended WSSAPulls 

monthly 

CPU 

accounting

Validate 

monthly 

data

Validated 

monthly 

summaries

and logs of 

site 

validation



Improving the procedure (3)
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EGI CPU 

accounting

Auto-

generated 

monthly 

summaries 

Validation 

application: 

Agree/Provide 

corrected data 

Sites

CRIC 

(topology and 

authorization)

Extended WSSAPulls 

monthly 

CPU 

accounting

Validate 

monthly 

data

Validated 

monthly 

summaries

and logs of 

site 

validation

Comparing the two 

and following up on 

the inconsistencies



Summary
 Setting up data validation procedures comparing data with 

alternative data sources allowed to detect and fix many 
issues on the sites 

 However, in order to spot eventual problems, sites are 
required to check the UIs of the data validation application 
monthly as well as monthly accounting reports and follow 
up when issues are detected

 In order to improve further, we will provide the UI to 
validate/correct both storage and CPU auto-generated 
accounting data by site admins. Monthly accounting 
reports will be based on the approved data. 

 The cases where auto-generated numbers are very 
different from the ones provided by site admins will be 
followed up
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